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Congratulations to our guest illustrator for MAY 2021: LIBBY HYETT 

Libby has created a cover with endless possibilities and gets us started 
IMAGINING WITH ILLUSTRATORS for the MAY 2021 issue of KC. 

Libby loves art, music, creative writing and 
bushwalking. She lives in the Hawkesbury Valley 
at the foothills of the Blue Mountains in New 
South Wales, Australia.  

Find out more SOON at LIBBY’s new website 
and connections.  

www.libbyhyett.com 
www.facebook.com/libbyhyettstudiogal 
www.instagram.com/libbyhyett 

 

Imagination and illustrators give us 
the BIG PICTURE on stories this month. 

 
Join the 2021 CBCA SHORTLISTED 

NEW ILLUSTRATORS 
with special picture books that feature: 

 a small blue dot 
 seas of fleas 
 some ribbit, rabbit, robots 
 language and artworks 
 a worry monster 
 and changes from NO to YES 

 
 READ and BE an active part of 

RECONCILIATION 
 DISCOVER how to judge picture books 
 COMBINE words and pictures to create 

special stories 
 SHARE stories that are off the planet 
 BECOME a writing POWER TEAM 
 WATCH for NEW TITLES 
 COLLIDE with even more of the CBCA 

NOTABLES 

http://www.libbyhyett.com/
http://www.facebook.com/libbyhyettstudiogal
http://www.instagram.com/libbyhyett
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CBCA AWARD FOR NEW ILLUSTRATORS 

- Ribbit Rabbit Robot - SOFYA KARMAZINA - Scholastic 
- No! Never! - MEL PEARCE - Lothian 
-Seven Seas of Fleas - DAVE PETZOLD - Starfish Bay Publishing 
-Shirley Purdie: My Story, Ngaginybe Jarragbe - SHIRLEY PURDIE - 
Magabala 
-This Small Blue Dot - ZENO SWORDER - Thames & Hudson 
- Go Away, Worry Monster! - ROBIN TATLOW-LORD, EK Books 
 
 
 

 
RIBBIT RABBIT ROBOT  
SOFYA KARMAZINA, ILLUSTRATOR 
With text by Victoria MACKINLAY 
Scholastic 
 
It is an absolute honour for me to be shortlisted for 
2021 CBCA Award for New Illustrators, especially with 
the first ever picture book that I have illustrated.  
 
The biggest challenge was to develop a visual 
narrative in a way that would be engaging and 
dynamic, but at the same time very clear and 
consistent. Thus, I created the characters that all have 
their own distinctive silhouettes but also complement each other proportionally and through 
the use of a limited colour palette. 
 
The illustrations were painted in acrylic paint over a slightly textured surface, created by 
acrylic gesso medium. Pencil drawing followed by the underpainting. I used a mixture of mark 
making techniques, such as, dry brushing and applying paint with a pallete knife and even 
fingers. I am very grateful to my publisher, Clare Hallifax, for entrusting me with this project 
and supporting me along the way.  
Links to my work can be found 
www.instagram.com/sofyakarmazina and/or cargocollective.com/sofyakarmazina  
 

 

WRITE NOW 

 What crazy mix of characters would you put in a story? 
 What do you hate to do? What have you learned to like to do?  
 What do you do to help take care of animals? 

  

http://www.instagram.com/sofyakarmazina
http://cargocollective.com/sofyakarmazina
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NO! NEVER!  - MEL PEARCE - ILLUSTRATOR 
https://www.instagram.com/mel.odica/?hl=en 
https://asastylefile.com/illustrator/mel-pearce/ 
https://www.facebook.com/mel.odica.draws 
With text by Libby Hathorn and Lisa Hathorn-Jarman 
Lothian 
 
Hi! My name is Mel Pearce. I’m an illustrator from WA and 
live in Perth’s northern suburbs with my dingo-dog, Sunny. I 
am very excited and grateful that the book I worked on, No! 

Never! has been nominated and shortlisted for both the Early Childhood and New Illustrator 
categories. 

This book is about a little girl who thinks it’s a fun game to say 
NO! NEVER! to everything her poor parents ask her… that is, 
until her parents turn the tables one day! 

It was fun coming up with the design for Georgie. I always kind 
of knew what Georgie would look like features-wise but I 
wanted to get her naughtiness just right, so I must have spent 
hours researching a lot of pictures of pouting and 
tantrumming children, which gave me a lot of laughs. However, after almost a whole book of 
drawing disobedient little Georgie, it was tricky to change gears and depict her as happy and 
friendly! It makes me happy when kids laugh at Georgie’s various tantrums, but what makes 
me really happy is when someone says I’ve nailed the parents’ desperation in the drawings! 
That was much harder to depict, and I wanted to make sure I captured the highs and lows of 
raising a toddler in their expressions. 

It was a huge milestone for me to get published, and I am always so touched when people 
tell me they like my crazy scribbly illustrations in the book. I am absolutely honoured to be 
Shortlisted for No! Never! but I’m equally as thrilled to know that my illustrations speak to 
the readers and make them laugh. 

 

 

 

Lots of drafts along the way.  

[With apologies to Mel. In the April issue of KC, she was listed as 
being from NSW. She is actually from WA😊😊] 

https://www.instagram.com/mel.odica/?hl=en
https://asastylefile.com/illustrator/mel-pearce/
https://www.facebook.com/mel.odica.draws
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SEVEN SEAS OF FLEAS 
DAVE PETZOLD - AUTHOR AND ILLUSTRATOR 
Starfish Bay Publishing 
Video - Evolution of a pose www.instagram.com/p/Bi3fzDLhtQn/ 
Website www.davepetzold.com.au/seven-seas-of-fleas 
 
I am an author and illustrator from Lennox Head, Australia. 
 
I become a picture book creator in a bit 
of a round-about way. Initially, I studied 

illustration, but I decided graphic design was more my thing. Later, I moved 
into user experience design, which I still do today. I’ve always loved 
illustration and writing poems and eventually it dawned on me that picture 
books are the perfect medium for my drawing and writing style… and that 
my graphic design skills could be used to pull it all together. 
 
Being an author & illustrator is a lot like being the director of a theatre 
play; you get to create the characters, the dialogue, the costumes and of 
course the sets where your story takes place. You get to create a whole 
other world. This is what I love most about creating picture books.  
 
Seven Seas of Fleas is a story about a boy called Bryce McFee. Bored with 
washing the flea-ridden family dog, Bryce escapes to his imagination and flies across the backyard with a 
dandelion. The fleas give chase, but all is not what it seems. 
 
Seven Seas of Fleas began as a short poem that I wrote many years before it became a picture book. The 
poem was very different to the current story however the underlying themes of flying, adventure, wonder 
and imagination were already present.  
 
I usually start out this way, with an idea and a couple of lines of text or maybe a short poem. Then I bring 
the main characters to life by drawing them over and over again working on their features, clothes and 
movement. If you get to know your characters, they will take on a life of their own and tell you their story. 
You only have to listen. 
 
The first drawings of Bryce were quite rough, and I wasn’t that happy with them to be honest, but I kept 
drawing him and eventually. Bryce came to life. At the same time, I started working on storyboards to help 
map out the placement of text and illustrations. The story went through many re-writes, pages were shuffled 
around, characters were removed, and scenes were added to bring the book to life as you see it today. 
 

Graphite pencil, ink and oil paint are my favourite mediums. I use 
graphite pencil to draw the initial illustrations and ink and oil paint to 
create textures. Once I’m happy with the linework I scan everything 
and put it all together in Photoshop. 

 
Drafts of Bryce 
  

http://www.instagram.com/p/Bi3fzDLhtQn/
http://www.davepetzold.com.au/seven-seas-of-fleas
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SHIRLEY PURDIE: MY STORY, NGAGINYBE JARRAGBE 
SHIRLEY PURDIE 
AUTHOR and ILLUSTRATOR Magabala 
Image of Shirley Courtesy Warmun Art Centre 
 
Shirley Purdie is a famous Australian artist who lives in 
Warmun community, in the remote Kimberley region of 
Western Australia. This is her first children’s picture book. 

When asked about what 
it means to share her 

story with children, Shirley said “Good to put it in painting, 
your Country, so kids can know and understand. When the 
old people die, young people can read the stories from the 
paintings. They can learn from the paintings and maybe 
they want to start painting too.” 

In her book, Shirley Purdie: Ngaginybe Jarragbe My Story, 
Shirley tells us about her life growing up on Mabel Downs 
station, and about her Gija Culture, Country and Dreaming. 
She explains why her Dreaming is Echidna Dreaming and 
she teaches us about bush fruit and hunting. She also tells us about her working life, as a 
maid working in the homestead on Mabel Downs station, and later in life as an artist, and 
how her mum taught her how to paint her Country.  

Shirley is well-known for painting with richly textured ochre and charcoal.  You can see 
more of her artwork at  

https://warmunart.com.au/art/artists/senior/shirley-purdie/ 

 
[Images “Courtesy of the artist and Magabala Books”] 

WRITE NOW 
 

 What stories and traditions does your family share?  
 What information would you share with a “small human” about planet 

Earth?  

https://warmunart.com.au/art/artists/senior/shirley-purdie/
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THIS SMALL BLUE DOT 
ZENO SWORDER AUTHOR and ILLUSTRATOR Thames & Hudson 
Useful links: 
Website with activity sheets: www.zenosworder.com 
https://www.instagram.com/zenosworder/ 
 
Hi there! My name is Zeno Sworder and I am a writer and artist living in 
Melbourne. Like many of you, I love drawing. I was never the best artist in 
my class but I was constantly scribbling (my school books were covered in 
pictures!) and as I grew older I never stopped. 
 

My first children’s book, This Small Blue Dot, is about a young girl 
introducing her baby sister to all of the important stuff you need to 
know as a small human on planet Earth. It is a bright, colourful journey 
through the young girl’s imagination as she shares everything from silly 
dances and small wonders to big lessons and the yummiest desserts. 
  
This is a personal book that began with aimless pencil drawings I made 
following the passing of my English father, a teacher of Greek 
philosophy, and Chinese grandmother, a traditional Chinese painter. I 
scribbled down memories and things they had taught me. My own 
daughters never had the chance to get to know these warm and wise 
people so I made the book to act as a bridge. In this way their message 
of hope and interconnectedness could be passed forward. 
 
When it came to making the illustrations for the book, I experimented 
with lots of different drawing and painting styles. In the end I decided 

to render this character, Ms Crayon, realistically in pencil while she travels through the vivid, crayon coloured 
world of her imagination. Crayons provided a sense of childhood expression and, also allowed me to place 
Ms Crayon inside vibrant ideas rather than standard settings. They also allowed me to express things like 
music and dancing in an abstract way. For example, when she is dancing a silly dance we get a sense of her 
movement and energy by the fire and lightning crackling around her. 
 
 The main character of the book, Ms 
Crayon, is based loosely on my eldest 
daughter. It was important for me to 
portray her glasses and mixed- race 
appearance. Our daughters come 
from a thoroughly multicultural 
family. For purely selfish reasons I 
wanted them to have a book that 
centred on characters that were 
representative of them and our 
diverse community. The resulting 
book is a true labour of love made 
entirely from pencil and crayon over 
many late nights. 
  

http://www.zenosworder.com/
https://www.instagram.com/zenosworder/
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GO AWAY, WORRY MONSTER! 
ROBIN TATLOW-LORD – ILLUSTRATOR 
My website: http://www.robintatlowlord.com/ 
Worry Monster trailer video: https://youtu.be/NRw-41IR6fE 

with Text by Brooke Graham EK Books 
 
 
I’m an illustrator because I am endlessly fascinated by people 
and animals. I find it such a delightful challenge to capture 
personalities, expressions and relationships in squiggles and 
lines on paper.  

And I love visual storytelling.  And the ‘just-right’ combination 
of words and pictures on a page gives me a thrill. I’m a 
voracious reader, so it’s a huge honour to contribute to 
children’s literature in any way, shape or form. So many 
reasons! 

My first picture book, Go Away, Worry Monster! by Brooke Graham, was published last September, and 
recently shortlisted for the CBCA New Illustrator Award. I’ve also handed over the final artwork for my 
second book, to be published later this year.  

One interesting challenge of illustrating Go Away, Worry Monster was the fact that it takes place inside a 
dark room, late at night. I really wanted the book to have a feeling of night-time, while still being bright and 
colourful. After some experimenting, I decided to create the illustrations using coloured pencils on dark blue 
paper.  

Drawing on dark paper is very different from drawing on plain white paper: everything starts out dark, and 
you have to build up the light areas with lots of pencil. It’s a lot of fun seeing figures and forms emerge from 
the deep blue!  

I also found it tricky to design the Worry Monster, though it was always clear to me that he shouldn’t be 
scary. In my early character sketches, Worry Monster was a sad-looking beast with a pig snout and long 
spindly arms. Even though the publisher was happy, I wasn’t! I just wasn’t getting the right feeling from him. 
I spent hours looking at animal books and inventing different kinds of mashed-up monsters: a turtle with a 
lion’s mane, a sort of chicken llama, an enormous rhino-bunny thing. Nothing felt right... until I drew a sock. 
That sock on the head was the key that unlocked Worry Monster! It made him feel more silly and imaginary, 
and from there on it was smooth sailing (or smooth drawing). 

The most rewarding part of this project was putting the finishing touches on the illustrations and looking at 
all of the finished pages together. A few days after I had finished, my parents visited my studio and I showed 
them the illustrations, reading Brooke Graham’s words as I revealed each page. That was quite magical and 
made me feel very proud. 

 

WRITE NOW – What do you do to get rid of worry monsters? 

  

http://www.robintatlowlord.com/
https://youtu.be/NRw-41IR6fE
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WORDS PLUS PICTURES: THE FULL STORY 

With URSULA DUBOSARSKY - Australian Children’s Laureate 

Hello everyone! 

One of the most wonderful things about writing books for children is when you see what an 
illustrator comes up with when they read the words that you’ve written on the page, and it 
all turns into a book. 

It is a truly magical moment when the two minds meet. Over the years I have worked with 
quite a few illustrators and I am always astonished by their responses. And every single time 
the illustrations have made the book better than it would have been without them – bigger, 
deeper, richer, funnier and cleverer (hang on, is that a word, Magpie?) 

Magpie and I are so excited because later this year – the week before CBCA Book Week, in 
fact – we are holding a very special Laureate art exhibition at an art gallery in Glebe, in 
Sydney. 
 
The gallery event is August 12-18, while CBCA Book Week runs August 21-27 
 
There will be lots of different illustrations from lots of my different books hanging on the 
walls for children to come and look at and wonder about and ask questions about.  What a 
perfectly brilliant thing to do to prepare for CBCA Book Week – we hope to see as many of 
you there as we can. Watch for more information.  
 
In the meantime, make sure you have a look at my Laureate Writing Activity for May. 
You can find it here, along with all my other monthly writing activities. 
https://www.childrenslaureate.org.au/write-with-ursula 
 

This month, it’s all about something quite strange called a “Backronym”. 

What’s that, you say? 

Mmmm.  MAY = Many Ants Yelling. 

 Now there’s a challenge –  

why don’t you try drawing that? 

Yours, paint brush and pen in hand 
(and claw), 

Ursula and Magpie 

 

https://www.childrenslaureate.org.au/write-with-ursula
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https://www.cockburnlibraries.com.au/kids/childrens-book-week-kids/book-of-the-year-2021-early-childhood/ 
CBCA Notable PICTURE Books 2021 

 
THE REAL STORY OF BEING A JUDGE FOR CBCA BOOK WEEK 
NETTE HILTON https://www.nettehilton.com.au/ 
 

Nette is a Judge for the CBCA Picture Book Category 
2019-2021. Her latest book is Introducing D’Lila 
LaRue Walker Books 
 
Books happen because a person (sometimes in a 

dressing gown with a dog snoozing beside them) sits down at a desk with a 
pencil or pen or keypad or even a typewriter and actually writes them. They may drink tea 
and coffee and eat a sandwich sometimes and they are real. So are the judges who make the 
decisions about which books are going to be the special ones for the CBCA BOTY (Book of The 
Year). They sit down and read them (in a dressing gown with the dog, etc.). 

While it was a lot of fun to read hundreds of books in the competition, it was also very serious. 
You must love a story, or the illustrations or the front cover AND consider all the extras that 
make a book worthy of being read. 

There are a kazillion words that you can use to write a book.  It’s a bit like being given a ball 
to play with. You can bounce it and roll it and do all sorts of things but, when somebody 
suggests you use it play soccer, you start learning new skills and rules for that game. 

Working up a good book is the same. It has to be held together by skills like choosing exactly 
the right moment to use the best word or having a fresh solution to a problem or even hiding 
the problem under all sorts of other things – like illustrations that give you clues about 
feelings and places and moods. 

https://www.cockburnlibraries.com.au/kids/childrens-book-week-kids/book-of-the-year-2021-early-childhood/
https://www.nettehilton.com.au/
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As a writer, you make a deal with your reader to fly with you in their imagination. When it’s 
all over, you land comfortably back on the ground … ready for your next book. For me, judging 
picture books showed me how other authors tackle their work. Will they use humour or will 
they use sadness to show you what they want you to know? 

When I’m wearing my judging hat, I have to mark each book and then, whew! I write a 
critique or comment on it. That’s a lot of time and work for over 200 books. And (secret) we 
don’t get paid.  

Each book is special, whether it makes the CBCA BOTY list or not. Each one is read and talked 
about and loved, in its own way, by me and the other judges, Julie and Brook, who made up 
our panel for the CBCA Picture Book of the Year. We have been working together for two 
years but now changeover to let new judges join in. 

I know that we won’t stop being judges of books, because, you know what? We’re hooked 
on books … at least, I know I am. 

CBCA NSW is inviting students from Year 3 
to Year 9 to join our exciting competition.  
To enter the competition, you are asked to produce 
a one-minute book trailer that features a book from 
the 2021 CBCA Notables list. 
https://cbca.org.au/notables-2021 
 

Enjoy reading the books on the Notables list and then choose your favourite one to make 
into a book trailer. 
 

POETRY - A CAT IN A BOX AND A POEM 

WENDY BLAXLAND 
Wendy has poetry published in Australia, England, the US and Norway, as well as 
over 110 books, mainly for children, and 25 plays staged. Much of her poetry is 
inspired by the bush she lives in near Sydney, and the family pets. Recently their 
cat Bianca chose Wendy’s wastepaper box under her desk as a favourite spot to 
snooze in.  You never know what will turn into a poem. 
 
WRITING POETRY – WENDY BLAXLAND 

Often a poem comes when you pay special attention to something 
close by. It may look or sound unusual. You feel surprised, or amused, or amazed. 

Then, the words start to tumble out, and you need to find a way to order them–maybe in 
short lines or putting patterns of sound within a line. Can you find any rhymes or half rhymes 
in this poem? 

 

https://cbca.org.au/notables-2021
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Images makes poetry richer by creating other pictures in the reader’s mind. You can compare 
something to another or speak about it as if it actually is something else. Find some images 
in this poem. How do you think I was feeling about the subject matter? 
So now, write a poem yourself. 
 

Sit quietly and let your eyes wander. 
Close your eyes and just listen. What do you see, or hear? 

Can you describe it clearly? Does it look or sound like something else? 
How does it make you feel? 

Write it down. 
 

When you are happy with your poem, read it out loud to check how each word works.  
See if you can leave any words out. 
Notice any words that make patterns of sounds, with rhymes or rhythm (the beats in the line). 
Play with the way the words look on the page. Then put your poem aside for a while, before 

coming back to polish it. 
There, a poem. 

Now, share it with someone.  Congratulations! 
 

NAVIGATING OCEANS OF SLEEP – Wendy BLAXLAND 
Our cat has poured herself into a box  
and lies there deep asleep, 
a rectangular cat of barely stirring fur, 
secure among the wastepaper. 
Only the tip of one pink ear  
shows where her face is hidden. 
What ocean swells does she sail down through the night,  
rocked by gentle breaths  
in her trusty plastic craft? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[First published in The Good Life magazine, Oxford, England, 2021] 
Website - https://australianchildrenspoetry.com.au/australianpoets/a-e/wendy-blaxland/ 

https://australianchildrenspoetry.com.au/australianpoets/a-e/wendy-blaxland/
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SIMULTANEOUS STORYTIME –"GIVE ME SOME SPACE" 

And lots of information https://www.alia.org.au/nss 

On MAY 19 readers throughout Australia will read along  
with NASA Astronaut - SHANNON WALKER, an astronaut from the 

International Space Station 
 

LINKS to SCIENCE 
 

https://www.nasa.gov/stem-at-home-for-students-5-8.htm 
 

lhttps://www.nasa.gov/stem-at-home-for-students-9-12.html 
 
 
 

 
 What questions would you ask the astronauts? 
 What do you already know about space? 

 
 
 
 

PHILIP BUNTING 
https://philipbunting.com/about/ 

 
PHILIP is the author and illustrator of 
Give Me Some Space (Ashton Scholastic), the 
featured book for 
NATIONAL SIMULTANEOUS STORYTIME 2021. 

  

https://www.alia.org.au/nss
https://www.nasa.gov/stem-at-home-for-students-5-8.htm
https://www.nasa.gov/stem-at-home-for-students-5-8.html
https://www.nasa.gov/stem-at-home-for-students-9-12.html
https://philipbunting.com/about/
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PAINT AND PAPER AND FAQS 
PHILIP BUNTING - AUTHOR AND ILLUSTATOR  
 

Phillip has created over 26 books, including FOUR CBCA Notables books for 2021. (NOT CUTE was also 
SHORLISTED in the CBCA Picture Book Category. 

When did you become interested in creating books? 
I have been writing (and drawing) books since I was about 3 
years old I can't vouch for the quality of those earlier efforts, 
but I'm sure my mum would say that they were great! 

I started making books again when I was 33. My first published 
book – Mopoke – was originally created for my daughter. My 
wife Laura encouraged me to send a copy to some publishers. I 
sent 8 copies out and had 8 offers to publish within 2 weeks. 
Woohoo! Which goes to show that if you don't give it a go, 
you'll never know. 

For new books, what comes first: ideas, words or illustrations? 
The 'key idea' always comes first. The words and illos are just 
the Trojan Horse to help the idea enter the mind ... the spoonful 
of sugar that helps the message go down. 
 
What do you enjoy most about illustrating? 
Once I have conceived of a book, written it, drafted a rough storyboard, and run this by the publisher, I move 
into the stage of creating the final artwork for the book. This tends to be 15 double-page spreads (or 30 
single pages), and takes anywhere between 2 weeks to 2 months, depending on the project. 
While I'm finishing the illustrations, I tend to listen to a lot of audiobooks, which help kick-start the research 
phase for my next non-fiction book. Each one requires around 6-12 months of research. So, the thing I enjoy 
most about illustrating is that it allows me to get my mind in gear for the next project! 
My next non-fiction book is all about the microbial world – viruses, bacteria, fungi and all of those other 
weeny weirdies that share our world. Me, Microbes & I will be available June 1st 

https://philipbunting.com/books/me-microbes-and-i/ 

How did you develop your unique art style? 
I think I developed my style when I was about 6, and it hasn't moved on too far since then. I don't think I'm 
the best illustrator out there, but my illustrations tend to lend themselves well to the kind of ideas I want to 
relay. 
 
How did you learn about space while creating the book for NSS? 
I was lucky enough to work with a NASA astronaut, who helped chip Give Me Some Space! into shape. 
Working with NASA was a real treat. They were keen to keep the project as true to real life as possible. Their 
input was largely minor adjustments to the non-fiction facts that are scattered throughout the book. 

Very wisely, NASA insisted that the only way Una could reach space was in a rocket, not in a hot air balloon.  
The fact that Una’s space helmet is just an upturned fishbowl was fine. 

You might also note that she reaches the Kuiper belt at the edge of the solar system in a sweet 20 pages or 
so – that’s a journey that would actually take around 10 years at the rate of 1 million miles per day! 

https://philipbunting.com/books/me-microbes-and-i/
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Why did you become interested in science? 
 
I have loved science for as long as I can remember. I was obsessed with natural history – especially dinosaurs 
(still awesome). As a kid, science felt more truthful than some other ideas we are given. I can still remember 
getting in trouble at my Church of England (Anglican) primary school for adding a science-led ad-lib during 
our morning hymns. 
 
There was a line in a hymn that went something like "Morning has broken, like the first morning. Blackbird 
has spoken, like the first bird..." At which point I shouted "ARCHAEOPTERYX!!" as loudly as I could. This was 
very amusing to my 7-year-old classmates but landed me in big trouble with the vicar/headmaster. 

The joy of science is it gives you the best available approximation of what is true.   

How did you keep track of creating four books at once? 
 
Ha-ha, I was lucky enough to have 4 books nominated as CBCA Notables this year. But I had 8 books published 
in the same period. It's certainly a tricky balancing act, but I find the best way to handle multiple deadlines 
is to keep each project separate and complete one task at a time. 
 

 

 

I set aside entire days or weeks, dedicated to only one project. I try to keep my calendar organised and 
balanced into week-long chunks of time. At the moment, I know what I should be doing each week until 
about the late or middle of 2022. 

I tend to leave around 20% wiggle room with each one, just in case a publisher changes their mind or a dingo 
might eat my paperwork. 

I try to dedicate 5 minutes at the end of each day, to plan for the next day. I like to wake up and know exactly 
what I'm about to get stuck into, so I can hit the ground running. Deadlines can be tough to manage, but a 
little bit of prep goes a long way.  
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NATIONAL RECONCILIATION WEEK takes place the same time each year 

celebrating the key dates of 27 May to 3 June. 
 
On May 27, 1967, the referendum was passed, in which “Australian voters chose ‘Yes’ to 
count Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in the census and give the Australian 
Government the power to make laws for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples”. 
https://tinyurl.com/te4vpcr5 
 
The High Court Mabo decision on June 3, 1992 established  recognition of the rights of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples as the traditional owners of their land.” 
https://www.reconciliation.org.au/national-reconciliation-week/ 
 

The 2021 theme for NATIONAL RECONCILIATION WEEK is: 
“MORE THAN A WORD. RECONCILIATION TAKES ACTION” 

It calls for all Australians to become actively involved in promoting RECONCILIATION. VIDEO 
https://nrw.reconciliation.org.au/ 

 

“The graphics for National Reconciliation Week 2021 feature the artwork  
of artist JESSICA JOHNSON. 
 The artwork reflects our connection and mutual obligation to one another, to community and 
to Country. Through commonality and difference, we have the ability to come together and 
achieve real change.” 

ELEMENTS OF THE ARTWORK INCLUDE 

 Spirit souls = thinking/awareness 
 The undulating landscape is shown through the 
contours at the base of the artwork 
 Moons/planet = Represent cycle and time 
 Stars = Navigation and knowing the way 
 Boomerang = Coming full circle 20 boomerangs 
represent the 20 years of Reconciliation Australia 
 Reflection = Reflecting on our actions 
 Central river = The crying river represents the 
degradation and needed renewal. The land is suffering 
from inaction. 

https://nrw.reconciliation.org.au/2021/03/23/nrw2021-artwork-action/ 

https://tinyurl.com/te4vpcr5
https://nrw.reconciliation.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Mabo-decision-nrw-2020.docx.pdf
https://www.reconciliation.org.au/national-reconciliation-week/
https://nrw.reconciliation.org.au/2021/03/23/more-than-a-word-reconciliation-takes-action/
https://nrw.reconciliation.org.au/
https://nrw.reconciliation.org.au/2021/03/23/nrw2021-artwork-action/
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WRITE A BOOK IN A DAY 
KIM CHAPPELL AND JULIA BIGLAND 

 
Schools around Australia are limbering up for 
their favourite fiction frenzy! Write a Book in a 
Day [WABIAD] is a competition promoting 
literacy, collaboration, and creativity.  
 

Registered teams of up to 10, will be given a brief 
and just 12 hours to write, illustrate and submit 

a storybook targeted to a youth audience. Winning books will be uploaded to an online library 
for children in Australian hospitals. 

 
A unique set of five parameters is computer-generated for each team to base their story on. 
Parameters are themes that will be chosen in advance. For example: two human characters, 
one non-human character, a setting and an issue. 
 
All teams are also assigned five random words to be in the story. The words are the same for 
every team in the competition. 
 
Previous groups chose to assign specific roles within their team, i.e.: Illustrator, Editor, Author, 
Technology. One school even assigned “Fundraisers” to generate the sponsorship and went 
on to win the competition that year. 

 
Sponsorship funds raised by the teams go to The Kids’ Cancer Project, a charity which funds 
research to find cures for childhood cancer. 

Key competition dates: 
Registration opens 1 May and Writing takes place from 1 June - 31 August, 2021 
 

Write a Book in a Day gives students a rich sense of accomplishment and community 
involvement, the opportunity to develop skills for life such as teamwork, problem-solving and 
leadership. 

To find out more and register visit: https://writeabookinaday.com/ 
 
When producing your BOOK TRAILER 
remember that a book trailer is like a 
movie trailer, but for a book. You want 
to show others why they should read 
this book. 
Trailers can be submitted until August 
2, 2021. An online exhibition of 
shortlisted trailers commences on June 
25, 2021. 
 

https://writeabookinaday.com/
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WHAT’S NEW – NEW BOOKS! Read on and on! 
 
JENNY BLACKFORD 
with KRISTIN DEVINE, 
Illustrator 
Fil and Harry 
Christmas Press 

https://christmaspresspicturebooks.com/2021/04/06/interview-with-jenny-blackford-author-of-fil-and-harry/ 
https://christmaspresspicturebooks.com/2021/04/07/interview-with-kristin-devine-illustrator-of-fil-and-harry/ 
 

Fil always figured there was something special about her cat. Discovering that Harry could 
talk was one thing, but when Fil found out that he knew that her supposed “best friend” just 
wasn’t what she seemed, things really became complicated. Why, after such a great weekend 
together would Kirsten write in her diary about spending THE MOST BORINGEST WEEKEND 
EVER? And what plans were Gran and Harry making about the whole school and friendship 
situation? Can cat magic really help with problems about friends, family, homework and 
more?   

EMILY RODDA 
https://www.harpercollins.com.au/cr-107863/emily-rodda/ 
Eliza Vanda’s Button Box  Angus & Robertston – Harper Collins 
When Eliza Vanda came to live in the “cabins for rent” that Milly’s 
Dad managed, things changed. Milly didn’t mean to spill all the 
buttons when she delivered the mail, but something a bit puzzling 
seemed to be happening. And then, Milly became caught up in the 
magic and mysteries. What was it about those buttons? 
 
 

JACKIE FRENCH - https://www.jackiefrench.com/ 
Night Ride into Danger  Angus & Robertson/ Harper Collins 
Frogs seemed to rain down as Jem and his father harnessed the 
horses for the night mail coach run to Goulburn. Jem knew that you 
often came across strange passengers and wondered about the real 
identities of those who were boarding tonight.  What waited for 
them all in the darkness of the ride ahead?  When his father was 
injured, how could Jem know what to do to get the coach back to 
safety in time to meet some very crucial deadlines for each individual 
passenger?  The story is accompanied by extra info about some of 
the real people and situations of the time and make us wonder if 
truth really is stranger than fiction. 

https://christmaspresspicturebooks.com/2021/04/06/interview-with-jenny-blackford-author-of-fil-and-harry/
https://christmaspresspicturebooks.com/2021/04/07/interview-with-kristin-devine-illustrator-of-fil-and-harry/
https://www.harpercollins.com.au/cr-107863/emily-rodda/
https://www.jackiefrench.com/
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LORRAINE MARWOOD https://www.lorrainemarwood.com/ 
Footprints on the Moon (UQP) 
As humans land on the moon and the Vietnam War rages on, Sharnie 
tries to figure out friendships and the confusions of starting high school 
while her family fragments into their individual concerns. Change is 
everywhere. Gran isn’t the steadying influence she once was. Written as 
a verse novel, the story carries us into their lives and the complication of 
the world. A class project that has no “right” answers, opens-up a whole 
new world to think about and act on. What can we learn from being part 
of making history or being a family?   

MATT OKINE – Being Black ‘N Chicken, & Chips 
Lothian/ Hachette  https://www.hachette.com.au/matt-okine/ 
The next stage of school has an endless round of challenges- an 
embarrassing father, the chaos of puberty, a school bully who won’t 
give up, strange adults pretending to “help”, and the perfect girl for a 
first kiss. But then, Mike’s mum is diagnosed with cancer and he is the 
one who ends up in an awkward situation in the hospital. What is a kid 
supposed to do? 

 

 

COMPETITION DETAILS AND TIPS TO CREATE A BOOKTRAILER 
at https://www.cbcansw.org.au/collide-book-
trailers 
Thanks to Tristan Bancks, the winning student 
from each category will win a student subscription 
to his Young Writers’ StorySchool.  Each winning 
student will also receive a $250 Book Voucher 
thanks to Rotary North Sydney. 

 

 
THANKS TO ALL OUR CONTRIBUTORS. Enjoy IMAGINING 

and ILLUSTRATING. HAPPY READING - ON AND ON. . . 
Cheers- Morrie and Jackie 

 
This issue was compiled by Jackie Hawkes with the help of 
LOTS of people who love reading, writing, and thinking. To 
share your ideas for KIDS’ CORNER, please contact 
jackie.hawkes7@gmail.com        

https://www.lorrainemarwood.com/
https://www.hachette.com.au/matt-okine/
https://www.cbcansw.org.au/collide-book-trailers
https://www.cbcansw.org.au/collide-book-trailers
https://dde15f04-d56e-4af1-8d6d-9de32e3a7c93.filesusr.com/ugd/3097bf_5e04776e2b3848c2a46cc143d5e7d668.pdf
https://dde15f04-d56e-4af1-8d6d-9de32e3a7c93.filesusr.com/ugd/3097bf_5e04776e2b3848c2a46cc143d5e7d668.pdf
https://dde15f04-d56e-4af1-8d6d-9de32e3a7c93.filesusr.com/ugd/3097bf_5e04776e2b3848c2a46cc143d5e7d668.pdf
mailto:jackie.hawkes7@gmail.com
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